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IOC Attendance Matrix
A=Absent with Notice, P=Present, W=Absent without Notice, G=Guest

Bo Bodenhammer
Chris Burnett

P
P

A
A

Sean Farrell

P
P
P

Emily Janke
Eileen Kohlenberg (Dan
Shipman)
Matt Libera
Andrew Marker
Kevin McClain

Jaysen Buterin
Lyda Adams Carpén

Jason Fleck

P

Kevin Shoffner

P

Tim George
GUESTS

A

Jan-Jap Van Duin
GUESTS

A

P
A
A

Review of New Design Pages
Prospective Page
To satisfy the issue with undergraduate and graduate schools, there
is one page linked from the admissions page that will give the visitor
the opportunity to visit either site.

Current Students
We made no changes to this and had no significant changes.
Jason Fleck - will it say commencement or specify the month of the
commencement?
Lyda - the original thinking we might be able to pull from the press
releases we do. Based on the way we are handling the carousel, we
may have to change that.
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Faculty/Staff
Announcements - this section will be used for emergency
notification - adverse weather, etc. It will be implemented the same
way on any page. The color will be something that stands out and
hard to miss. When an emergency happens, it will appear on the
home page, news page. We will have a conversation with EPART or a
subcommittee from that group regarding which pages it should
appear on.
Center Section - Changes have been made.
Bottom Section - changes made including expansion of titles, moving
links and categories, etc. We tried to stick to departments who
provide services to employees.
Jason - How often do people check/look at the A-Z index. It is a
manual list the library keeps. Do we still need it? It seems like it gets
smaller and smaller. We have our own google search appliance.
Sean - open to having that tile opened to something else.
Lyda - would there be something else we would like to push?
Sean - perhaps Faculty Senate and Staff Senate.

Arts & Entertainment
No changes.

Academics
Bo has sent Lyda a list to update the academic department lists.
Bottom (Yellow section) - Lyda is working with the provost on these
two lists.
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Next Steps
Mitre will finish the work and provide Todd/Andrew with the
necessary files, etc. to start work.
Matt and Lyda will need further discussion to determine how the
RSS feeds will drive the arts & sciences calendar.

Next Meeting
1/23/2013 - 3:00pm

